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CALCULATION OF THE PHOTOIONIZATIONWITH DE-EXCITATION CROSS SECTIONS OF HeAND HELIUM-LIKE IONSM. Ya. AmusiaRaah Institute of Physis, The Hebrew University91904, Jerusalem, IsraelIo�e Physial-Tehnial Institute194021, St. Petersburg, RussiaR. KriveDepartment of Theoretial Physis, J. Stefan InstituteP.O. Box 3000, 1001 Ljubljana, SloveniaE. Z. Liverts *, V. B. MandelzweigRaah Institute of Physis, The Hebrew University91904, Jerusalem, IsraelSubmitted 31 Otober 2005We disuss the results of the alulation of the photoionization with de-exitation of exited He and helium-likeions Li+ and B3+ at high but nonrelativisti photon energies !. Several lower 1S and 3S states are onsidered.We present and analyze the ratios R+�d of the ross setions of photoionization with de-exitation, �+�(d)(!), andof the photoionization with exitation, �+�(!). The dependene of R+�d on the exitation of the target objetand the harge of its nuleus is presented. In addition to theoretial interest, the results obtained an be veri�edusing long-lived exited states suh as 23S of He.PACS: 32.80.Fb, 31.15.Ja1. INTRODUCTIONThe proesses of two-eletron photoionization andionization with exitation have been attrating the at-tention of theorists and experimentalists for a longtime. A steady inrease of ativity ourred duringthe last deade [1�8℄. The interest in these proessesis motivated to a large extent by the desire to test ourability to reliably alulate the two-eletron wave fun-tion and to understand the mehanisms of the proessesthat take plae solely due to the intereletron intera-tion.The simplest objets where the intereletron inter-ation an manifest itself are the two-eletron systemssuh as the He atom and helium-like ions. There-*E-mail: liverts�phys.huji.a.il

fore, they represent the main targets of investigation.Reently, a number of studies have been arried outof the two-eletron photoionization ross setions ofthese systems, inluding the orresponding ratios of thetwo-eletron and single-eletron ross setions, at highbut nonrelativisti photon energies ! (see [9�12℄ andthe referenes therein).In the high photon energy region, the ross setionsof two-eletron proesses an be expressed via the ini-tial-state wave funtions. The initial states onside-red were the ground and exited states of He and thehelium-like ions.For high but nonrelativisti !, the dominatingmehanisms of the two-eletron ionization and ioniza-tion with exitation are twofold: shake-o� and initialstate orrelations. Both exhibit the same dependeneon ! at high !. The ontribution of the �nal-state in-636



ÆÝÒÔ, òîì 129, âûï. 4, 2006 Calulation of the photoionization : : :teration, where the seond eletron is exited or ion-ized due to a ollision with the primary eliminated ele-tron that absorbs the inoming photon, dereases with! faster than the shake-o� ontribution. The quasi-freemehanism [13℄ operates in the situation where botheletrons are ionized and aquire almost equal energies.Therefore, the quasi-free mehanism is not taken intoonsideration in the framework of the ionization withexitation or de-exitation.If the initial state is exited, the elimination of oneof the eletrons an be aompanied not only by theexitation of the seond one but also by de-exitation.As far as we are aware, the de-exitation proess almostompletely esaped theoretial investigation. However,it is expressed by integrals similar but not identialto those entering the expressions for the ross setionsof the two-eletron ionization and ionization with ex-itation [9�11; 14℄. The aim of this paper is to studythe photoionization aompanied by de-exitation. Inpriniple, this proess an be separated experimentallyfrom the other two-eletron proesses, i.e., the doubleionization and ionization with exitation, if the pho-toeletron energy for the given inoming photon fre-queny ! is deteted.We obtain the initial-state wave funtion using theorrelation funtion hyperspherial harmoni method(CFHHM). The loal auray of this wave funtionwas previously studied for the ground and the 21Sstate of the He atom in Ref. [15℄, where it was shownthat the loal deviation of the CFHHM wave funtionfrom the exat value is extremely small. Very auratenonvariational CFHHM wave funtions of the He atomand helium-like ions in their ground and several lowestexited 1S and 3S states [16, 17℄ were therefore usedto alulate the ross setions of the proesses of in-terest. We alulated the high-energy photoionizationross setions that an be expressed solely through theinitial-state two-eletron wave funtions 	i(r1; r2).In this work, we use these nonvariational wave fun-tions for the He atom and the helium-like ions in sev-eral lowest exited 1S and 3S states to alulate thehigh-energy limits of the ross setions of photoioniza-tion with de-exitation. The results of these limits areompared with the ross setions of the photoionizationwith exitation and with the single-eletron photoion-ization ross setions. To study the theoretially in-teresting nulear harge dependenes of the onsideredvalues, we also investigate the Li+ and B3+ ions.Unfortunately, until now, only the double- andsingle-harge ions have been ounted in the absolutemajority of experiments. Therefore, the exitation andde-exitation proesses remained undeteted but in-

luded into the yield of single-harge ions.2. MAIN FORMULASWe start from the formula for the two-eletron pho-toionization ross setion at asymptotially high ! ob-tained in [9℄ and reently rederived in [10, 11℄. In this !region, the ross setion �+�(!) of the ionization withexitation for the He atom and the helium-like ions intheir exited states is expressed as�+�i (!) = 32Z2p2�23!7=2 Xnf Infni ; (1)where Infni = 4� ������ 1Z0 	i(0; r)Rnf 0(r)r2dr������2 (2)is square modulus of the overlap integral. Here, Zis the nulear harge, i(ni) denotes the initial state,Rnf 0(r) are the hydrogen single-eletron radial wavefuntions with the prinipal quantum number nf andangular momentum zero. We use the atomi units. Wenote that the exitations of states with nonzero angu-lar momenta l derease faster than !�7=2, namely, as!�(7=2+l).The photoionization ross setion �+(!) of the in-ner eletron, without alteration of the state of the outerone, is given by�+i (!) = 128Z2p2�33!7=2 ������ 1Z0 	i(0; r)Rni0(r)r2dr������2 : (3)The ross setion �+�(d) of the photoionization withde-exitation is alulated using expressions (1) and (2)where the summations over nf inlude values that aredi�erent from those for ionization with exitation. Aswas mentioned above, we lassify the initial state by itsprinipal quantum number ni. The ground state anbe onsidered approximately as a state with ni = 1.The next state is ni = 2, and so on: the higher theexitation, the more preise beomes the assignment ofa given state to an integer prinipal quantum number.With inreasing the exitation prinipal quantum num-ber ni, the wave funtion approahes a symmetrizedprodut of two pure Coulomb wave funtions. One ofthese is the 1s eletron funtion in the nulear �eld withharge Z, and the other is a funtion in the (Z�1) �eld.Thus, �+�(!) inludes the summation over nf > ni,while �+�i(d)(!) inludes the summation over nf < ni.637



M. Ya. Amusia, R. Krive, E. Z. Liverts, V. B. Mandelzweig ÆÝÒÔ, òîì 129, âûï. 4, 2006Table 1. Values of the ratios Infni and R+�id for the singlet states of the helium atomninf 1 2 3 4 5 6 71 0.9295 0.0493 0.0136 0.0055 0.0028 0.0016 0.00102 0.0446 0.5346 0.0702 0.0231 0.0106 0.0059 0.00363 0.0055 0.3993 0.1668 0.0533 0.0237 0.0131 0.00794 0.0018 0.0035 0.7319 0.0019 0.0063 0.0051 0.00375 0.0008 0.0017 0.0131 0.7761 0.0594 0.0107 0.00296 0.0005 0.0009 0.0001 0.1380 0.4997 0.1430 0.05417 0.0003 0.0005 0.0001 0.0003 0.3865 0.1606 0.11298 0.0002 0.0003 0.0001 0.0103 0.5996 0.00259 0.0001 0.0002 0.0001 0.0597 0.610610 0.0001 0.0002 0.0001 0.0001 0.196911 0.0001 0.0001 0.003512 0.0001 0.0000R+�id 0.0523 0.0917 0.0893 0.0452 0.0378 0.0790Table 2. The same as in Table 1, but for the tripletstates of the helium atomninf 2 3 4 5 6 71 0.0338 0.0087 0.0034 0.0017 0.0009 0.00062 0.7823 0.0591 0.0170 0.0073 0.0039 0.00233 0.1733 0.4053 0.0902 0.0352 0.0177 0.01034 0.0044 0.5231 0.0760 0.0419 0.0228 0.01375 0.0014 0.0006 0.7595 0.0059 0.0005 0.00166 0.0006 0.0004 0.0526 0.6723 0.0995 0.02477 0.0003 0.0003 0.0001 0.2324 0.3434 0.14708 0.0002 0.0002 0.0027 0.4812 0.06159 0.0001 0.0001 0.0299 0.614410 0.0001 0.0001 0.122511 0.0001 0.0001 0.001212 0.0000R+�id 0.0350 0.0728 0.124 0.0942 0.0479 0.0562

The ratio R+�id of the ross setion �+�i(d)(!) to the sumof �+i (!) and �+�i (!) is given byR+�id � �+�i(d)(!)�+i (!) + �+�i (!) = Xnf<ni InfniXnf�ni Infni : (4)It is seen from Eq. (2) that �+�i and �+�i(d) probe di�erentparts of the initial-state wave funtion 	i(0; r).3. RESULTS OF CALCULATIONSThe Tables present the results of our alulationsfor the singlet and triplet states of the He atom (Tab-les 1 and 2) and helium-like ions Li+ (Tables 3 and 4)and B3+ (Tables 5 and 6).Most results an be obtained using a small hy-perspherial harmoni basis with Km = 48, for someground states even with Km = 40, where Km is themaximum global angular momentum used in the hy-perspherial harmoni expansion. The main problemis the alulation of the overlap integrals (2) betweenthe aurate CFHHM wave funtion and the hydrogensingle-eletron ones of higher orders. Very preise al-ulations of the CFHHM wave funtion 	i(0; r) at the638



ÆÝÒÔ, òîì 129, âûï. 4, 2006 Calulation of the photoionization : : :Table 3. Values of the ratios Infni and R+�id for the singlet states of the Li+ ionninf 1 2 3 4 5 6 71 0.9716 0.0718 0.0210 0.0087 0.0044 0.0025 0.00162 0.0157 0.7456 0.0516 0.0147 0.0064 0.0034 0.00203 0.0023 0.1528 0.5476 0.0835 0.0293 0.0141 0.00804 0.0008 0.0102 0.3561 0.3000 0.0813 0.0347 0.01835 0.0004 0.0032 0.0082 0.5824 0.1053 0.0523 0.02766 0.0002 0.0015 0.0029 0.0009 0.7627 0.0100 0.01777 0.0001 0.0008 0.0014 0.0013 0.0052 0.8381 0.01078 0.0001 0.0005 0.0008 0.0008 0.0003 0.0417 0.78079 0.0001 0.0003 0.0005 0.0005 0.0003 0.0000 0.131410 0.0000 0.0002 0.0003 0.0003 0.0002 0.0001 0.000011 0.0000 0.0002 0.0002 0.0002 0.0002 0.0001 0.000012 0.0000 0.0001 0.0002 0.0002 0.0001 0.0001 0.0000R+�id 0.0784 0.0790 0.120 0.139 0.120 0.0815Table 4. The same as in Table 3, but for the tripletstates of the Li+ ionninf 2 3 4 5 6 71 0.0559 0.0158 0.0064 0.0032 0.0018 0.00112 0.8762 0.0316 0.0079 0.0032 0.0017 0.00103 0.0574 0.7283 0.0771 0.0241 0.0109 0.00604 0.0044 0.2085 0.4788 0.0982 0.0375 0.01885 0.0013 0.0070 0.4194 0.2340 0.0836 0.03916 0.0006 0.0022 0.0031 0.6321 0.0649 0.04677 0.0003 0.0010 0.0016 0.0003 0.7789 0.00118 0.0002 0.0005 0.0008 0.0006 0.0179 0.80949 0.0001 0.0003 0.0005 0.0004 0.0001 0.074710 0.0001 0.0002 0.0003 0.0003 0.0001 0.000011 0.0001 0.0002 0.0002 0.0002 0.0002 0.000112 0.0000 0.0001 0.0001 0.0001 0.0001 0.0000R+�id 0.0594 0.0499 0.101 0.148 0.157 0.127

�rst eletron�nuleus distane zero and for large valuesof r are required. The preision of the CFHHM wavefuntion, inluding its values for large r, then inreasesslowly with inreasing Km, while the alulation timeinreases onsiderably as Km grows. We here use thehyperspherial harmoni basis with Km = 100 for theexited 2S � 7S both singlet and triplet states of Heatom and the one with Km = 64 for the other ions inthe exited states, whih makes the alulation quitedi�ult. This gives the data with the auray wellabove experimentally obtainable in foreseeable future.In the Tables, we presented only several �rst terms(nf � 12) of the set of integrals (2). However, we haveused 200 single-partile states to alulate the rosssetion ratios, and hene the error of summation overstates is at least the error of the data presented in theTables.4. DISCUSSION AND CONCLUSIONSIn all ases, the probability of the initially exitedeletron to remain on the same level (nf = ni) de-reases with ni. In priniple, this is quite natural be-ause the higher ni, the easier it is to alter the eletronstate in the ourse of the rapid elimination of the 1S639



M. Ya. Amusia, R. Krive, E. Z. Liverts, V. B. Mandelzweig ÆÝÒÔ, òîì 129, âûï. 4, 2006Table 5. Values of the ratios Infni and R+�id for the singlet states of the B3+ ionninf 1 2 3 4 5 6 71 0.9905 0.0892 0.0270 0.0114 0.0058 0.0034 0.00202 0.0047 0.8485 0.0235 0.0057 0.0023 0.0012 0.00073 0.0008 0.0448 0.8156 0.0495 0.0138 0.0060 0.00314 0.0003 0.0054 0.1098 0.7053 0.0725 0.0228 0.01025 0.0001 0.0018 0.0094 0.2009 0.5663 0.0877 0.03006 0.0001 0.0009 0.0030 0.0116 0.3131 0.4197 0.09007 0.0000 0.0005 0.0014 0.0036 0.0112 0.4376 0.27468 0.0000 0.0003 0.0008 0.0017 0.0037 0.0080 0.54939 0.0000 0.0002 0.0005 0.0010 0.0018 0.0030 0.003610 0.0000 0.0001 0.0003 0.0006 0.0009 0.0019 0.001511 0.0000 0.0001 0.0002 0.0004 0.0007 0.0006 0.003612 0.0000 0.0001 0.0002 0.0003 0.0004 0.0007 0.0000R+�id 0.0987 0.0536 0.0718 0.105 0.138 0.158Table 6. The same as in Table 5, but for the tripletstates of the B3+ ionninf 2 3 4 5 6 71 0.0764 0.0228 0.0095 0.0048 0.0028 0.00172 0.9025 0.0122 0.0027 0.0010 0.0005 0.00033 0.0162 0.8914 0.0359 0.0091 0.0038 0.00204 0.0019 0.0613 0.8004 0.0622 0.0179 0.00785 0.0006 0.0054 0.1337 0.6722 0.0840 0.02726 0.0003 0.0017 0.0084 0.2306 0.5265 0.09647 0.0002 0.0008 0.0025 0.0095 0.3460 0.37838 0.0001 0.0004 0.0012 0.0030 0.0082 0.47179 0.0001 0.0003 0.0006 0.0014 0.0028 0.004510 0.0000 0.0002 0.0004 0.0008 0.0014 0.002311 0.0000 0.0001 0.0003 0.0005 0.0008 0.001312 0.0000 0.0001 0.0002 0.0003 0.0005 0.0005R+�id 0.0829 0.0364 0.0507 0.0839 0.123 0.157

eletron. This derease is monotoni for pure hydro-geni funtions; in the lowest order in the intereletroninteration, this result an be demonstrated analyti-ally [18℄. For the He atom, the derease is nonmono-toni and the overlap integral in Eq. (2) reahes its min-imum value at ni = nf = 4 for the singlet states and atni = nf = 5 for the triplet states. This is a onsequeneof the strong deviation of 	i(0; r) from its simplest ap-proximation. A trae of the helium-like behavior anbe found in the minimum of Infni at ni = nf = 7 forsinglet states in Li+.The B3+ ion is already purely hydrogen-like, therole of its intereletron interation being relativelysmaller than in He. This brings about the dereaseof Infni for nf = ni with inreasing ni. As a result,the probability for the initially exited eletron to re-main on the same level after the inner 1S eletron isphotoionized inreases. Indeed, I77 for B3+ is about30 times larger than for Li+. The orresponding ratiofor the triplet I77 values is even larger by an additionalfator of 15. As an be seen from the Tables, the mostprobable proess is the ionization with exitation to thenext one or two levels. The ratio R+�id varies relativelylittle, from 0:035 to 0:158. It has quite a omplex form,with at least two minima for the He atom and at least640



ÆÝÒÔ, òîì 129, âûï. 4, 2006 Calulation of the photoionization : : :one minimum for the singlet and triplet states of B3+.We must bear in mind that the proess of pho-toionization with exitation an be relatively easilydistinguished from other two-eletron proesses, fromthe two-eletron ionization in partiular. This an beahieved simply by deteting photoeletrons with en-ergies larger than the energy of the inoming photon.The ratio R+�id of the ross setion of the ionizationwith de-exitation and the ross setion of the ioniza-tion with exitation presents a rather omplex funtionof the initial state and is ompletely determined by itswave funtion. Observation of this proess ould serveas an additional (to studies of ionization with exita-tion) veri�ation of the quality of the wave funtionsused in desribing the initial state of the target atomsor ions.We note that a target onsisting of exited atomsan be produed by the initial illumination of a He gasvolume, e.g., by laser light. The p-exited states thenradiatively deay into exited s-states.Targets of triplet exited states an be produedby olliding at small angles an �-partile beam with amagnetized metalli surfae, i.e., the surfae oupiedby eletrons with the same spin orientation.The development of experimental tehnique andgrowth of intensity of available high photon beams willlead without a doubt to the experiments in whih, fora given photon frequeny, the outgoing photoeletronenergy will be deteted aurately enough. It will allowstudying ionization with exitation and de-exitation.A good objet for de-exitation studies would bethe 23S state of He, whose lifetime is about eightminutes. Experimental detetion of ionization withde-exitation is, of ourse, an experimental hallengeand we do believe that it will attrat experimentalistsvery soon.We aknowledge �nanial support of the BinationalSiene foundation (grant � 2002064) and the IsraeliSiene foundation (grants �� 174/03 (MYA), 131/00(VBM)). REFERENCES1. T. A. Carlson, Phys. Rev. 156, 142 (1967).
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